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ABSTRACT. In both literature and science, descriptions abound of so-called “self-transcendent” experiences, which seem to deeply alter the boundaries between oneself and the rest of the world. The subjects of these experiences often report that they feel extended to the world, united with it, or on the contrary retracted from it, as if they were tiny or insignificant. Sometimes, they report the disappearance of the very distinction between themselves and the world (ego-dissolution). The aim of the present essay is to give an account of self-transcendent experiences and identify the level of self-consciousness to which they belong. The main claim to be defended is that self-transcendent experiences involve special instances of metacognitive feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity. Theoretical and empirical research on the latter can then be used to shed light on the former.
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1. Introduction

In both literature and science, descriptions abound of extraordinary experiences that seem to concern the world as a whole and our place in it. The subjects of these experiences report that they feel extended to the world or people, united with something larger than themselves,\(^1\) or on the contrary retracted from the world, as if they were tiny or insignificant. Sometimes, they report the disappearance of the very distinction between themselves and the world. Common to all these cases is the feeling that the ordinary boundaries between oneself and the rest of the world, or between inside and outside, have deeply changed. The phrase “self-transcendent experience” will be used to capture such a feeling.\(^2\)

The aim of the present essay is to give an account of self-transcendent experiences and identify the level of self-consciousness to which they belong. The main claim to be defended is that self-transcendent experiences are variations on the theme of familiarity. More precisely, there are two main kinds of self-transcendent experiences, which involve either feelings of familiarity or feelings of unfamiliarity. While such feelings are ordinarily about particular objects or scenes, in self-transcendent experiences they are directed at the whole world. In other words, self-transcendent experiences are scaled-up versions of ordinary feelings of (un)familiarity. Thus, what we know from theoretical and empirical research on the latter can be used to shed light on the former.

The essay is organized as follows. The next section presents an empirically plausible cognitive architecture for feelings of familiarity

---

\(^1\) **James 1902.**

\(^2\) Some examples of self-transcendent experiences will be provided shortly, including the literary example of Robert Musil’s “other condition”. **Y aden et al. 2017** call “self-transcendent” experiences in which “the subjective sense of one’s self as an isolated entity can temporarily fade into an experience of unity with other people or one’s surroundings, involving the dissolution of boundaries between the sense of self and ‘other’” (Y aden et al. 2017, 1). My use of the phrase “self-transcendent experience” is close to but broader than that of these authors’, as will be made clear at the beginning of section 3.
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and unfamiliarity. These feelings trigger spontaneous narrative explanations, which may or may not be endorsed by more decontextualized or analytical thought processes. In section 3, a case is made for the view that the core of many self-transcendent experiences consists in special feelings of either familiarity or unfamiliarity. Section 4 highlights an important difference with ordinary feelings of (un)familiarity, which is that self-transcendent experiences are directed at the world as a whole. In section 5, I suggest that an important type of self-transcendent experience, namely ego-dissolution, can be explained in terms of two other types, namely self-expansion and self-retraction. Section 6 addresses the issue of the valence of self-transcendent experiences. Just as, ceteris paribus, feelings of familiarity have an overall positive valence, feelings of unfamiliarity have an overall negative valence. Correspondingly, there are positively valenced and negatively valenced self-transcendent experiences. Typically, though, self-transcendent experiences are complex and dynamic, and their valence depends on a plurality of factors, involving additional feelings and emotions. The pro-social potential of self-transcendent experiences is evoked in a brief section preceding the conclusion.

2. Feelings of (un)familiarity: a three-tiered cognitive architecture

I retired to a remote island inhabited by complete strangers. Suddenly, I come across someone who strikes me as familiar: I know that I know her from before, but I cannot remember where and when. Suddenly, light dawns on me: she is my old-world dentist! In general, feelings of familiarity signal whether something (a thing, a person, an event, etc.) is familiar, i.e., whether the subject knows it from before, or is somehow close or intimate with it. It is empirically plausible that they signal only unexpected familiarity, as when I am surprised to see
someone I know in an exotic place. Expected familiarity may not give rise to a distinctive feeling. When something is expectedly familiar, it is taken for granted, and the phenomenology of taking for granted is silent, or at least discrete.

In addition to feelings of familiarity, we have feelings of unfamiliarity, which signal whether something is unfamiliar, i.e., unknown to the subject and somehow aloof or disconnected from them. Feelings of unfamiliarity are not the same as absences of feelings of familiarity. When items in the world feel estranged in this sense, they do not evoke anything in us, and we are somehow aware of this epistemic and affective distance. We picture ourselves as lacking information about the unfamiliar items. For instance, I have a feeling of unfamiliarity or estrangement when I see unknown keys left on my desk, or when I come across a complete stranger. I experience the keys or the stranger as having a special relationship to myself, except that in this case the relationship is negative: they strike me as unknown items, with a sense of epistemic and affective opacity.

Feelings of unfamiliarity are also sensitive to one’s expectations. The case of unfamiliarity is not entirely symmetrical with that of familiarity, since it seems that we can have a feeling of expected unfamiliarity. Even if I expect to find a novel object in a surprise box, the revealed object gains some saliency in my field of consciousness and triggers my interest or curiosity. However, as in the case of familiarity, our feeling of unfamiliarity is certainly stronger when unfamiliarity is unexpected. For instance, if I expect to find only my personal belongings in my room and discover that unknown keys have been left there, I have a heightened feeling of unfamiliarity with respect to the keys.

Both feelings of familiarity and unfamiliarity are experiences of self-
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relevance: something is felt to be positively or negatively related to myself. Neuroscience suggests that self-referential processing is associated with greater activity in cortical midline structures, and especially in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), a part of the so-called “default mode network” or DMN. The DMN seems to have a variety of functions, including mind-wandering and more generally stimulus-independent thought, mental time travel and some forms of social cognition.

In a useful discussion of feelings of familiarity in both normal and pathological contexts, Philipp Gerrans describes the DMN as «essentially a mechanism for constructing the elements of personal narratives». Thanks to the DMN, the subject can «build a narrative context, a story, which fits the experience and locates the subject in relation to it». For instance, if a place feels vaguely familiar to them, but does not evoke specific episodic memories, the subject’s “initial response” is to elaborate a narrative according to which they have been in that place before. Thus, the DMN «provides a necessary subjective perspective on experiences, locating them in personally and/or socially compelling narratives».

Gerrans observes that the elaboration of self-narratives via the DMN can proceed in relative autonomy from decontextualized thought, which can represent the same information neutrally or impartially, as when we try to reframe a situation in a way that is less focused on our personal interests and adopts a more objective or theoretical perspective. When something feels familiar, what comes spontaneously to mind is some narrative explanation of the experienced familiarity, which is then reflectively assessed thanks to decontextualized cognitive processes. Indeed, hyperactivity in the DMN might prevent the subject from performing decontextualized

---

6 Scalabrini et al. 2022.
7 Gerrans 2014, 6.
8 Gerrans 2014, 6-7.
tasks such as symbolic reasoning. Moreover, deluded subjects fail to use decontextualized thought to assess the self-narratives provided by the DMN, resulting in confabulation.

In effect, Gerrans puts forward a three-tiered cognitive architecture for feelings of familiarity, which can be extended to feelings of unfamiliarity (see Fig. 1). The first tier (the “feeling” tier) involves the conscious experience of familiarity or unfamiliarity itself. Error signals are generated from lower or earlier stages of cognitive processing, which indicate unexpected familiarity or unfamiliarity. These signals may arise due to the unexpected detection of subpersonal familiarity cues (e.g., fluency or coherence) or unfamiliarity cues (e.g., disfluency or incoherence). At the phenomenological level, something or someone may feel surprisingly familiar or unfamiliar. For instance, I unexpectedly come across a person who feels vaguely familiar, but whom I do not recognize. Initially at least, my feeling is cognitively opaque. It does not specify the specific relationship that the person bears to me.

The second tier (the “story telling” tier) involves narrative

---

9 Whitfield-Gabrieli et al. 2011.
10 Broid et al. 2009.
elaborations of the familiarity or unfamiliarity felt by the subject. More precisely, the opacity of the subject’s feeling at the first tier motivates them to construct meaningful self-narratives. Such narratives enable them to move from unspecific to more specific representations about themselves and provide spontaneous explanations of why something feels familiar or unfamiliar. For instance, I try to remember the context in which I met the person: “Was it in a conference? Or perhaps in a non-academic situation?” If I eventually recognize the person, my self-narrative incorporates specific memory information about her and stabilizes itself.

The third tier (the “reflective” tier) involves impersonal or more objective evaluations of the spontaneous self-narratives generated at the earlier level. At that level, the self-narratives may or may not give rise to actual beliefs about oneself. For instance, I may believe that I know the person in front of me from before or, on the contrary, I may believe that my feeling of familiarity is misleading. Note that the subject may still be motivated to construct self-narratives even when they know, at the impersonal level, that their feeling of familiarity is misleading or that it is not worth searching for the name of the person. This explains why some cases of “tip-of-the-tongue” experiences\textsuperscript{11} are annoying, as when I am wondering about the identity of the person while simultaneously judging my search to be an unnecessary distraction.

The three-tiered cognitive architecture does not yet specify the division of labour between the contents of feelings of (un)familiarity and the contents of the narratives that are elaborated at the second tier. One view is that these feelings have rather poor intrinsic contents and should be considered as largely uninterpreted experiences of self-relevance. Arguably, they have some semantic features: for instance, the fact that they are bound to an object in the world seems to be given in experience independently of subsequent interpretation by the subject. But what they say about the object, beyond the fact that it bears some positive or negative relation to the oneself, is rather

\textsuperscript{11} Schwartz & Metcalfe 2011.
indeterminate.

The view that feelings of (un)familiarity have poor intrinsic contents is consonant with current research on metacognitive feelings. The very same cue, such as processing fluency, can be associated with quite different feeling-based judgements, about truth, familiarity, frequency, easiness, fame, aesthetic preference, or perhaps even (in special cases) novelty. It does not follow that the interpretation of one’s metacognitive feelings is entirely unconstrained. Beyond the fact that they are bound to some object, their non-semantic features can constrain their narrative elaborations. For instance, in Thompson’s account, the strength of the feeling of rightness can determine whether deliberate analytic processes should be triggered in a particular task: a weak feeling of rightness raises the subject’s epistemic vigilance and motivates them to look at the matter more carefully.

Consider Capgras’s syndrome, which involves a feeling of unfamiliarity bound to a particular person, who is in fact a close relative. Subjects often provide extravagant narrative explanations of what seems to be a brute feeling of unfamiliarity about a person who looks exactly like their relative: the latter has been replaced by an imposter and lives in the Parisian catacombs, or the imposter is in fact a robot, or an alien, etc. The contents of the subjects’ feelings of unfamiliarity are enriched by independent narratives. Moreover, since Capgras’s syndrome is a delusion, these narratives are not critically evaluated by decontextualized thought processes and seem to be endorsed by the subject as facts.

In a nutshell, spontaneous self-ascriptions of feelings of (un)familiarity might reflect narratives elaborated at the second tier rather than rich experiential contents already available at the first tier. Although these narratives are relatively independent from

---

13 Alter & Oppenheimer 2009; Schwarz 2018.
14 Unkelbach 2006.
15 Thompson 2009.
16 Coltheart & Davies 2000.
deliberative, decontextualized thought, they should be cognitively penetrable by various socio-cultural representations, prototypes, cognitive frames, and habits. This will prove important when the architecture is applied to self-transcendent experiences, which involve special instances of feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity, as we shall now see.

3. Self-transcendent experiences

Yaden et al.\(^\text{17}\) call "self-transcendent experiences" transient mental episodes that according to subjective reports involve two components:

1. An “annihilational” component, namely ego-dissolution, or the experience of there being no boundaries any more between oneself and the rest of the world.

2. A “relational” component, namely “the sense of connectedness, even to the point of oneness, with something beyond the self.”\(^\text{18}\)

The present essay is concerned with a broader notion of self-transcendent experience, which refers to the feeling that the ordinary boundaries between oneself and the rest of the world, or between inside and outside, have deeply changed. As we shall see, this notion covers cases falling short of ego-dissolution, in which some distinction between oneself and the world is preserved in experience. It also covers cases involving feelings of disconnectedness, in which the subject feels estranged from the world or others.

Self-transcendent experiences can occur in religious, mystical, meditative, and aesthetic contexts and can be naturally or artificially induced (e.g., by psychedelic substances). They can but need not have pathological manifestations. They appear to their subjects to be genuine experiences, which they may or may not endorse. That is, the subjects may not believe that what they experience is real, but it still

\(^{17}\) Yaden et al. 2017.

\(^{18}\) Yaden et al. 2017, 3.
seems to them as if their own relation to the world had been substantially altered.

We may distinguish four types of self-transcendent experiences:

1. **Self-expansion**: The subject reports feeling more extended to the world or others than usual.
2. **Self-retraction**: The subject reports feeling less extended in the world than usual.
3. **Ego-dissolution**: The subject reports the disappearance of self/world boundaries.
4. **Self-translation**: The subject reports experiencing the world from an unusual (e.g., out-of-body) perspective.

The discussion in this essay mainly concerns the first three types, which I claim can be adequately described as involving special feelings of (un)familiarity with something beyond the self. The third type will be examined separately in section 5, but I will argue that it reduces to either the first or the second type. The discussion of the fourth type is left for another occasion.\(^{19}\)

Let us start with a few examples. Robert Musil literarily describes an exceptional mental state that he calls «the other condition» (“der andere Zustand”), which involves «a secret rising and ebbing of our being with that of things and other people»\(^{20}\):

> One participates in things (understands their language). In this condition understanding is not impersonal (objective), but extremely personal, like an agreement between subject and object. In this condition one really knows everything in advance, and the things merely confirm it. (Knowing is reknowing.)\(^{21}\)

The other condition is an experience in which the whole world may feel highly familiar («Knowing is reknowing») to the subject. More

---

\(^{19}\) On out-of-body experiences, see, e.g., Blanke et al. 2002 and Ber gouignan et al. 2014.

\(^{20}\) Musil 1990 [1978], 199.

\(^{21}\) Musil 1990 [1978], 186.
precisely, the subject in this condition may feel as if they were intimately connected with the world and in harmony with it. As Jacques Bouveresse puts it commenting on Musil’s notion:

The other condition corresponds to a relationship of sympathy and communion with reality, from which any idea of conquest, mastery, domination and exploitation is completely absent.)

Similarly, Romain Rolland’s notion of oceanic feeling has been described by Freud as involving an «indissoluble bond» with the universe, or the experience of «being one with the external world as a whole» Tom Cochrane suggests that something like the oceanic feeling is involved in the experience of the sublime, considered as the aesthetic experience of an extremely vast or powerful entity:

A monumental object like the starry sky might even encourage one to imagine the entire universe as a unified substance, where one visualises this substance as somehow infused with one’s sense of first-person consciousness.

Finally, consider what Taylor calls «the sense of fullness» (with reference to Musil’s other condition), which he says can have positive and negative manifestations (see also Section 6 below). Its positive manifestation also seems to involve the experience of the world as being anything but strange or distant, and of being connected or united with everything:

There may just be moments when the deep divisions,

---

22 Bouveresse 2001, 202. My translation. Here is the French original: «L’autre état correspond à une relation de sympathie et de communion avec la réalité, dont toute idée de conquête, de maîtrise, de domination et d’exploitation est complètement absente».

24 Cochrane 2012, 141, fn.28.
distractions, worries, sadnesses that seem to drag us down are somehow dissolved, or brought into alignment, so that we feel united, moving forward, suddenly capable and full of energy.26

Some descriptions of hyperfamiliarity with the whole world emphasize the experience of accessing things in themselves, their essences or «thusness».27 The world feels so intimately related to the subject that they are inclined to believe that they know things from the inside.

On the side of unfamiliarity, consider the feeling that one is somehow “disconnected” or “alienated” from the world. For the subject who has such a feeling, it is as if they were expelled from the world or could “fall out of it”. In their experience, the world has become wholly unfamiliar and sometimes even hostile. As a subject puts it: «Objects do not come to me, they do not identify themselves with my being; a thick cloud, a veil changes the hue and aspect of objects. »28

Some cases of awe involve global feelings of unfamiliarity.29 In these cases, we may feel estranged from the world as we are confronted with an overwhelming entity, too vast, powerful or skilled to encompass within our ordinary cognitive capacities.30 Accordingly, awe appears to trigger «an almost metaphorical sense of smallness of the self».31 Subjects who remember an experience of awe tend to report a feeling of smallness relative to the environment32 as well as the feeling of being humble and less significant.33

---

27 Milner 1957.
28 Esquirol 1838, 414. This report is from a subject who suffers from derealization; see the caveat formulated in footnote 4.
29 What is at stake here is sometimes called “negative awe”, to mark the contrast with positive cases of awe; see Arcangeli et al. 2020, and section 6 below.
30 Keltner & Haidt 2003.
31 Piff et al. 2015, 884.
32 Campos et al. 2013.
33 Shiota et al. 2007.
4. World-directedness

If self-transcendent experiences involve feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity at their core, the three-tiered cognitive architecture introduced for the latter should apply to the former. On this view, these experiences are indeed triggered by feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity (at the “feeling” tier), but their rich and sometimes colourful contents are elaborated at the level of the narrative self (the “story telling” tier), whether or not they are endorsed in the form of reflective beliefs about oneself (at the “reflective” tier). Thus, the sense of self-expansion or self-retraction can but need not be about one’s body as expanding or retracting. It might seem to the subjects as if they were bodiless or had another kind of body altogether. One can explain the dissociation between such self-alterations and modifications of the subject’s body image by locating the former at the level of narrative self rather than low-level bodily experiences.34

What are then the differences between the feelings of (un)familiarity involved in self-transcendent experiences and their ordinary analogues? Are they differences in degree or in kind? It is worth noting that ordinary feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity too may come with a sense of self-expansion or self-retraction, respectively. One tends to self-appropriate familiar things and persons and treat them as if they were part of oneself, as social psychology has observed.35 Analogously, ordinary feelings of unfamiliarity may come with the tendency to separate oneself from the unfamiliar objects, as if mere unfamiliarity were sufficient for the object to be other than oneself. In some pathological cases, such as depersonalization36 or

34 See also FINGELKURTS ET AL. 2021, who distinguish various types of (what is called here) self-transcendent experiences based on the distinction between a pre-reflective or low-level sense of the self (Self) and a representational or high-level sense of the self (Me).
36 See BILLON 2017.
somatoparaphrenia, what is felt unfamiliar and separate from oneself is in fact oneself or a part of oneself. In many ordinary cases, though, these experiences remain mere tendencies: one does not feel actually extended to the familiar object or retracted from the unfamiliar one. But they belong to the same kinds of feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity as those involved in the corresponding self-transcendent experiences.

However, I would like to suggest that there is a categorical difference between them. Ordinary feelings of (un)familiarity are local, in the sense that they are bound to some object among others in the world. My feeling of familiarity with respect to my friend Mary is local, just as my feeling of “déjà vu” with respect to the scene I am currently experiencing. Similarly, my feeling of unfamiliarity with respect to unknown keys left on my desk is local, just as my feeling of “jamais vu” with respect to the scene I am currently experiencing. In contrast, self-transcendent experiences involve global feelings of familiarity, which are bound to the world as a whole. What feels familiar or unfamiliar is reality itself, rather than anything within it.

One might object that the feelings just described are still local: they are always bound to specific objects. It is just that any object the subject comes across feels either familiar or unfamiliar. However, this description is unfair to the phenomenology of self-transcendent experiences, and in fact fits a quite different kind of experience. Some people report generalized experiences of either “déjà vu” or “jamais vu”.

A generalized experience of “déjà vu” arises when any scene feels strangely familiar. For instance, when the subject watches a TV show or reads a book, it seems to them as if they had already seen the show or read the book. Conversely, a generalized experience of “jamais vu” arises when any scene feels strangely unfamiliar, or when familiar objects seem as unfamiliar as anything else. These experiences are sometimes delusional, but they need not be. Subjects may report them even if they do not actually believe that they experience either

familiar or unfamiliar objects.\textsuperscript{39}

Self-transcendent experiences are precisely \textit{not} based on generalized feelings of “déjà vu” or “jamais vu”, which still count as local feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity. What characterizes the latter is their \textit{persistence}, i.e., the fact that any particular scene will strike the subject as either familiar or unfamiliar. In contrast, the feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity involved in self-transcendent experiences have a holistic dimension that the other experiences lack: they are \textit{world}-rather than object-directed.

Some self-transcendent experiences might seem object-directed, as when one feels united with a significant other (remember Ulrich’s feeling for his sister Agathe). However, in this case and others of the same type, it is plausible that the subject experiences the other as if the rest of the world did not exist. The notion of world-directed self-transcendent experience is explanatory prior, and the other cases involve some kind of immersion into a situation temporarily experienced as the whole world. For the subjects it is as if their experiences were world-directed.

To sum up, the sense of self-expansion and the sense of self-retraction are variations on the theme of familiarity. One feels self-expanded because some part of the world that felt unfamiliar now feels unexpectedly familiar, even hyperfamiliar. Analogously, one feels self-retracted because some part of the world that felt familiar now feels unexpectedly unfamiliar, even hypofamiliar. Self-expansion and self-retraction can be experienced already in ordinary cases, but self-transcendent experiences arise only when one’s feelings of (un)familiarity are directed at the world as a whole.

\textsuperscript{39} I assume that these experiences involve \textit{unexpected} familiarity or unfamiliarity, at least initially. The familiarity or unfamiliarity of the world might eventually become expected, resulting in rather \textit{boring} experiences: nothing would seem interestingly familiar or unfamiliar. In the latter case, the experience comes close to that of the derealized subject.
5. Ego-dissolution

The phenomenology of world-directedness might seem paradoxical: how can an experience be directed at the world as a whole and at the same time remain dualistic, in the sense that some distinction is preserved, in experience, between oneself and whatever our experience is directed at. One might argue that world-directed experiences should lead to what the psychological literature calls “ego-dissolution”. Ego-dissolution is a conscious experience in which the distinction between self and world has vanished altogether. It is a non-dualistic experience, in which it seems to the subject as if there were no boundaries separating themselves from the rest of reality. It has also been described as a state of selfless consciousness, and thus as a counterexample to the venerable Kantian thesis that consciousness necessarily involves self-consciousness.

It is worth noting that ego-dissolution is a very special experience. Many self-transcendent experiences require at least a minimal form of self-consciousness: the world seems wholly familiar or unfamiliar to oneself. For instance, Musil’s description points to an intimacy with the world as a whole, not to a complete coincidence. Elsewhere he makes the following observation:

We gave a great many accounts of this other condition. What seems to be common to all of them is that the border between self and nonself is less sharp than usual, and that there is a certain inversion of relationships. (Egoism and measuring.) Whereas ordinarily the self masters the world, in the other condition the world flows into the self, or mingle with it or bears it, and the like (passively instead of actively).

The fact that everything seems to be «infused with one’s sense of

---

40 Krausz 2009.
41 Millière 2017.
42 Musil 1990 [1978], 186.
first-person consciousness», to use Cochrane’s apt phrase, does not entail that one seems to literally coincide with everything. Analogous remarks can be made about world-directed feelings of unfamiliarity. One may feel estranged from the whole world while preserving some sense of one’s existence, however reduced. We may feel small and insignificant, but not yet completely disintegrated. 43

At this point, a useful distinction can be drawn between ego-dissolution as a state and ego-dissolution as a process. The state of ego-dissolution would be a non-dualistic experience, involving no boundaries between self and world. Processes of ego-dissolution, in contrast, would be dualistic experiences that tend toward the state of ego-dissolution. Then there would be two kinds of ego-dissolution processes, involving either self-expansion or self-retraction. The latter would have opposite “directions of fit”, so to speak: self-to-world in the case of the dynamic experience of self-expanding, and world-to-self in the case of the dynamic experience of self-retracting. On this view, the state of ego-dissolution can be pictured as a common limit of two quite different experiences and can be specified as either maximal self-expansion or maximal self-retraction.

Self-transcendent experiences alter the apparent boundaries between self and world, but many of them remain dualistic: they move such boundaries outwards or inwards but never to the point of complete dissolution. From a phenomenological point of view, they are at best felt tendencies toward total union or alienation. A more radical claim, which deserves a separate enquiry, is that ego-dissolution is an impossible limit to reach. This claim preserves the Kantian thesis: ego-dissolution would be a narrative exaggeration of experiences involving substantial self-expansion or self-retraction. Because they are world-directed, self-transcendent experiences are best considered as limit-experiences, and what the subjects describe as ego-dissolution

43 This seems to be backed up by empirical evidence. Feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity should activate the DMN considered as the seat of self-referential processes. In contrast, at least some cases of ego-dissolution, especially those involving psychedelic drugs, show decreased DMN activity (Carhart-Harris et al. 2014).
are experiences which come very close to the limit of dissolution. In fact, though, there is not any conscious experience that abolishes self-consciousness.

I have argued that ego-dissolution is a limiting case of either self-expansion or self-retraction. As we have seen in the previous section, the core of the latter experiences consists in feelings of either familiarity or unfamiliarity. Thus, ego-dissolution, which comes in two versions, also involves feelings of (un)familiarity at its core.

6. Affective complexity

The valence of self-transcendent experiences is diverse. Some of them seem to be wholly positive, such as the experience of “flow”. Flow has been characterized as a highly satisfying, “optimal experience” in which the subject is entirely absorbed in a current activity. Others seem to be wholly negative, such as the dreadful feeling of being alienated from the world. Many are mixed experiences, involving both positive and negative aspects.

Sometimes the very same label applies to both positively valenced and negatively valenced phenomena. For instance, Saarinen observes that the oceanic feeling has been associated with positive emotions, such as «ecstasy, mania, joy, bliss, wellbeing, peace, tranquillity, harmony, sublimity and vitality», but also with negative emotions, ranging from «fear of drowning» and «losing one’s hold on the solid earth» to «overwhelming dread» and «horror of annihilation».

Similarly, awe has been associated with both positive and negative emotions, and some authors have even proposed that there are two

---

44 For an analysis of limit-experiences, focused on the experience of the sublime, see ARCANGELI & DOKIC 2021.
45 CSIKSZENTMIHALYI 1991.
46 SAARINEN 2015, 13.
47 MILNER 1957, 23.
48 HARRISON 1986.
kinds of awe, positive and negative.\textsuperscript{49}

Another interesting example is ego-dissolution. Standard questionnaires aimed at measuring the effects of psychoactive compounds acknowledge two dimensions, namely Ocean Boundlessness (OBN) and Dread of Ego Dissolution (DED), which are «loosely associated with positively and negatively experienced ego dissolution, respectively».\textsuperscript{50} The relevant scales include items such as “I seemed to me that my environment and I were one” (OBN) and “I observed myself as though I were a stranger” (DED).

The core valence of self-transcendent experiences is best explained on the hypothesis that they are variations on the theme of familiarity. Ceteris paribus, familiarity “feels good”, whereas unfamiliarity is unpleasant.\textsuperscript{51} The oceanic feeling is an extraordinary experience of familiarity with the whole world, which explains why it has a positive valence. As Freud observed, it is for the subject as if they cannot «fall out of this world», which provides them with «some consolation in the face of harsh reality».\textsuperscript{52} In contrast, an experience of unfamiliarity with the whole world should have a negative valence. It seems to the subject as if they were on the verge of falling out of the world, which, to say the least, does not feel very good.

One might then suggest that when an experience described as ego-dissolution feels good, what is really at stake is an ongoing process of self-expansion, and when it feels bad, what happens is an ongoing process of self-retraction.

However, the matter is more complex, because other feelings or emotions might contribute to the overall valence of the subject’s experience. For instance, the subject might fear that more self-expansion would lead to self-annihilation, in a way which paints their

\textsuperscript{49} PiFF et al., 2015; but see ArcAngeli et al., 2020.

\textsuperscript{50} Milière 2017, 3.

\textsuperscript{51} One might object that if you come across and recognize your worst enemy, your experience does not feel good. However, this case involves a complex affective experience whose negative valence outweighs the positive valence of the feeling of familiarity considered in itself.

\textsuperscript{52} Freud 1961 [1930], 65.
experience in dark colours. Conversely, the subject may be relieved that more self-retraction would in fact obliterate what they experience as an insignificant and hopeless self.

Another dimension of complexity results from the fact that feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity involve two distinct metacognitive evaluations. In addition to the evaluation of something as being unexpectedly familiar or not, they involve the evaluation of one’s coping potential with respect to the current situation. For instance, faced with the question “What is the capital of Peru?”, one may have a tip-of-the-tongue experience, which involves the evaluation of the answer as familiar, but also the evaluation of one’s coping potential with respect to the question, i.e., whether one will be able to give the answer soon.

Both dimensions of evaluation contribute to the overall valence of the experience. The feeling of familiarity has an overall positive valence but depending on the subject’s evaluation of their ability to cope with the current situation, the valence of their experience can be tinged negatively. Musil sometimes describes “the other condition” as involving a “mysterious sympathy”, and the mystery can be experienced negatively, as something that would evade oneself forever. This is a quite different experience from flow, which also involves familiarity with the world but with a different evaluation of one’s coping potential. In flow, not only everything feels familiar, but the world feels as if it could be entirely assimilated. Analogously, the darkness of unfamiliarity can be more or less stark depending on whether one feels able to assimilate what presently appears as a radically novel and unknown world.

In general, the valence of a self-transcendent experience is a function of its complexity but also of its dynamics. For instance, Piff et al. observe that even positive awe involves the sense of small self, which the present account associates with the negatively valenced feeling of self-retraction. However, there might not be any incompatibility here

---

53 Silvia 2006.
54 Piff et al. 2015.
if we consider the dynamics of the subject’s experience. The sense of small self is negatively valenced in itself, but it can be accommodated by shifting to a more objective perspective which bring about pro-social behavior and a «more universal self-definition. 55 The upshot of such accommodation has an overall positive valence, and at this stage, the subject should not feel particularly small, or at least not smaller than others, but equal to them. Thus, the authors’ observation, that positive awe too involves the sense of small self, is compatible with the present model.

Finally, consider again Yaden et al.’s analysis of self-transcendent experiences, mentioned above (section 3) 56, as involving two components: an “annihilational” component, which corresponds to “self-loss” or ego-dissolution, and a “relational” component, which refers to the feeling of being united with something beyond the self. This analysis is intended to cover a great variety of experiences, including states of mindfulness, self-transcendent positive emotions such as love and awe, peak experiences, and mystical experiences. The valence of the second component, which corresponds to self-expansion, is supposed to be positive (for instance, one might feel “at home with the universe”), but what about the first component? As the authors observe, self-loss might be experienced either positively or negatively. Again, there is no contradiction here with the present model if we respect the distinction between ego-dissolution as a state and as a process. On the present account, there are two distinct processes of ego-dissolution, involving either positively valenced self-expansion or negatively valenced self-retraction. Both could in principle lead to the complete dissolution of the self, if such an experience is ever possible. In fact, many reported alterations of the sense of one’s own boundaries point to a dynamic process of expansion or retraction. In both cases the subject might feel that their own self might eventually vanish, which contributes to the overall valence of a complex and dynamic experience.

55 Piff et al. 2015, 896.
7. A brief note on togetherness

Some self-transcendent experiences have a pro-social potential. Social psychologists have shown that broadly positive self-transcendent experiences «are more often associated with positive outcomes such as well-being and prosocial behavior».

This might seem puzzling. For the relevant experiences are often solitary ones. As the Swiss poet Philippe Jaccottet observes: «The strange thing is, in particular, that no experience, religious or philosophical for example, is ever made for others, that it must be redone, lived again, to have any value; and that thus it is always necessary to start again».

Consider the experience of the sublime. It can be so overwhelming that there is hardly any room, in the experience, for any other. Two subjects can each have an experience of the same sublime object, but it seems that there cannot be joint attention to the sublime as such.

Some explanations of the pro-social potential of self-transcendent experiences seem to be restricted to the broadly positive varieties. For instance, it has been suggested that positive awe shifts our attention from inside to outside and triggers ideas of universality and connection.

However, it can be argued that even negatively valenced self-transcendent experiences can have a pro-social impact. Even if a self-transcendent experience is not and even cannot be about the other as such, altruistic motivation may result from it. But how is this possible?

In general, self-transcendent experiences strengthen abilities that underlie pro-social attitudes and behavior because they enable the subjects to realize the contingency of their relationship to the world,

---

57 Yadén et al. 2017, 2; Shiota et al. 2007; Piff et al. 2015; Chirico & Yadén 2018.

58 Jaccottet 1959. My translation. The French original goes as follows: «L’étrange est, en particulier, qu’aucune expérience, religieuse ou philosophique par exemple, ne soit jamais faite pour les autres, qu’elle doive être refaite, revécue, pour avoir quelque valeur ; et qu’ainsi il faille toujours recommencer».

59 Shiota et al. 2007.
making them aware that the boundaries between themselves and the rest of the world are not fixed once and for all. They involve strained involuntary exercises of our perspective-taking abilities, which can then show later more flexibility in our interactions with others.

Finally, some self-transcendent experiences involve the realization that the world is meaningless in itself, and that comfort must come from our relationship with others. This is arguably one way of interpreting Pascal’s famous observation in *Thoughts*: «All bodies, the firmament, the stars, the earth and its kingdoms, are not equal to the lowest mind; for mind knows all these and itself; and these bodies nothing.»\(^{60}\)

Pascal’s plea for turning away from the stars has found a more recent version, under the pen of Frank Ramsey:

> Where I seem to differ from my friends is in attaching little importance to physical size. I don’t feel in the least humble before the vastness of the heavens. The starts may be large, but they cannot think or love; and these are qualities which impress me far more than size does. I take no credit for weighing nearly seventeen stone. My picture of the world is drawn in perspective, and not like a model to scale. The foreground is occupied by human beings and the stars are all as small as threepenny bits.\(^{61}\)

### 8. Conclusions

The aim of this essay was to give (the beginning of) a philosophically sound and empirically tractable account of self-transcendent experiences. The main claim defended here is that they essentially involve world-directed feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity. Thus, lessons from phenomenological and psychological studies of ordinary,

---

\(^{60}\) Pascal 1909, No 792.

\(^{61}\) Ramsey 1990, 249.
object-directed feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity can be used to deepen our understanding of self-transcendent experiences.

More precisely, self-transcendent experiences result from spontaneous interpretations of highly unexpected familiarity or unfamiliarity. The contents of the underlying feelings of familiarity or unfamiliarity are enriched by spontaneous narratives, which may or may not be endorsed by the subject. The division of semantic labour between feelings and narratives needs further investigation, but the working hypothesis is that the former have poor intrinsic contents and are attributed richer contents through narrative elaborations. The colourful self-transcendent experiences reported by the subjects might then reflect the contents of spontaneous narratives rather than feelings per se.

Feelings of familiarity and unfamiliarity generally affect the experience of self-world boundaries, resulting in apparent self-expansion or self-retraction, or tendencies thereof. Maximal self-expansion or self-retraction would entail ego-dissolution, i.e., the complete disappearance of the boundaries between self and world. I have suggested that self-transcendent experiences that tend toward ego-dissolution might actually fall short of it. The distinction between ego-dissolution as a process (corresponding to either self-expansion or self-retraction) and as a state (which reflects a deeper disorganization of one’s sense of self) helps to deal with otherwise puzzling phenomena, such as the valence of ego-dissolution as experienced by the subjects. A stronger claim worth considering is that the state of ego-dissolution is not a coherent conscious experience, and can be approached only asymptotically, via dynamic feelings of either familiarity or unfamiliarity.

On the present account, both kinds of self-transcendent experience arise at the level of the narrative self, which is intermediary between low-level bodily experience and “official”, reflective beliefs about oneself. This raises several questions, which fall beyond the scope of this essay. First, one might ask whether the relevant narratives track the subject’s actual self or are temporary cognitive illusions. This is a
difficult question, which requires a full-blooded ontological account of the self. Second, there is the issue of whether and to what extent self-transcendent experiences have top-down consequences on bodily experience at lower levels. This is an empirical question, which deserves to be investigated further using experimental means other than just questionnaires. For instance, one might use well-known experimental protocols for testing the boundaries of one’s own body (e.g., involving rubber hands) and see whether and to what extent these boundaries are altered in a particular self-transcendent experience.
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